In 1931, floods and cyclones in __ killed millions of coastal residents
A Nor'easter affects the upper East __ of the US and Canada
New York City subways were flooded by Hurricane __ in 2012
Daniel Defoe wrote The __ based on a 1703 event in Britain
In 1839, 300,000 people died in a 40 foot storm __ that hit Coringa, India
Hurricane Ike started west of the Cape Verde Islands off of __
Hurricane __ slammed the Bahamas and Florida in 1993
Severe storms helped the English Navy defeat the Spanish __ in 1588
The Great Storm of 1987 did serious damage in England and __
The Storm of the __ extended from Central America to Canada in 1993
The ___ Blizzard of 1967 dumped 23 inches of snow on the Windy City
1988's Hurricane __ was a category 5 storm when it hit the Yucatan
Hurricanes Mitch in 1998 and Wilma in 2005 occurred in this month
George Clooney starred in The __ Storm, based on a 1991 storm
The Ash Wednesday Storm of 1962 caused 40 deaths in the Mid-__ states
The deadliest __ in history was in northwestern Iran in 1972
About 200 Swedish soldiers died of __ retreating during a 1719 blizzard
The 1900 hurricane in __, TX was the deadliest storm in US History
The Labor Day __ of 1935 was one of the most intense Atlantic storms
The ___'s Day Storm of 2003 was a record breaking East Coast snowstorm
The __ was used as a refuge during Hurricane Katrina in 2005
The SS Edmund __ sank during a winter storm on the Great Lakes
The Great Blizzard of 1899 iced over the Louisiana port of __
Heavy snow and high winds caused 50-foot __ in New York in 1888
The Schoolhouse Blizzard of 1888 trapped thousands across the __
Typhoon Haiyan devastated the __ in November 2013
Chaos after a 1970 cyclone fed the __ movement for Bangladesh
The __ Blizzard of 1983 buried Denver, CO under 21 inches of snow
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